SILLY STORIES!

Ask a friend for words to fill in the blanks below (without
reading them the rest of the words). Then read it all back to
them from start to finish for a good laugh and a silly story!
Print as many copies as you want. May the fun never end!

Once upon a time there was a _____________ little girl who lived in ________________. She was
adjective

town name

___________ years old, and she wanted to become a big sister. Her parents decided to adopt a baby
number

boy named _____________. He was _____________ years old. He had _____________ hair and he liked to
boy’s name

number

color

to drink his milk from a _____________.
container type

One day everyone got into the family _____________ and went to the park. They packed a lunch of
vehicle type

_____________ and _____________ with _____________ to drink. They all enjoyed _____________
food

food

beverage

flavor

cookies for dessert. After lunch they decided to _____________ on the swing and slide down the
verb

_____________.
park toy

That afternoon, clouds filled the sky and rain started to _____________. Daddy and mama called
verb

everyone to _____________ to the car so they could all go home for the day. They loved their time at
verb

the park, and they all decided to go back again on ______________.
special day
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Ask a friend for words to fill in the blanks below (without
reading them the rest of the words). Then read it all back to
them from start to finish for a good laugh and a silly story!
Print as many copies as you want. May the fun never end!

Once upon a time there was a _____________ little boy who was adopted when he was ____________
adjective

number

months old. He was a smart young boy who had _____________ hair and _____________ eyes.
color

color

One day, he got to see his birth mom again! Her name was _____________ . She was _____________
girl’s name

adjective

with _____________ hair and _____________ eyes. They had a great time together eating
color

color

_____________ and drinking _____________. As a gift, he gave her a picture of his favorite place, the
food

beverage

_____________. She loved it!
place

He told her all about how he loves to play _____________ and likes to _____________ at the park.
sport

park toy

They even talked about his favorite zoo animal, a _____________. Her favorite animal at the zoo is the
animal

_____________. Maybe they will go to the zoo together and see their favorite animals one day!
animal
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SILLY STORIES!

Ask a friend for words to fill in the blanks below (without
reading them the rest of the words). Then read it all back to
them from start to finish for a good laugh and a silly story!
Print as many copies as you want. May the fun never end!

Once upon a time there was a _____________ little boy named _____________ and a _____________
adjective

boy’s name

adjective

little girl named _____________. They loved celebrating Christmas together! Their favorite Christmas
girl’s name

carol to sing was _____________, and their favorite Christmas cookies were made of _____________.
song title

food

One day, _____________’s birth mother came to visit and celebrate Christmas with the family. They
same boy’s name

baked _____________ together and covered them with _____________ frosting. Then they exchanged
food

color

gifts. _____________ got a _____________ from his birth mother. He loved it!
same boy’s name

toy

He played and played with his new gift that evening.
They had such fun together he wished it was Christmas every day!
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